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Quilt size: 52-1/2” x 75-1/2”

Skill Level: Advanced Beginner
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Country Paradise - Fabrics in the Collection

9353P-88 Sunflower Panel
Yellow

9352P-88 Red Truck Panel
Red

9354-39 Blocks-Brown

9355-66 Tossed Barns
Green

9356-35 Country Signs
Tan

9357-41 Horses-Ecru

9358-44 Sunflowers
Yellow

9359-88 Chickens-Red

9360-99 Tossed Trucks
Black

9361-66 Scenic Allover
Green

9362-39 Stripe-Brown

7101-33 Texture-Terra

Selected Fabrics from
Urban Legend
by Tana Mueller

7101-37 Texture-Chocolate

7101-41 Texture-Ecru

7101-45 Texture-Gold

7101-66 Texture-Hunter
**Materials**

Yardages and cutting instructions are based on 42” of usable fabric width

1/8 yard 9359-88 Chickens-Red
1/8 yard 9356-35 Country Signs-Tan
1/4 yard 7101-33 Texture-Terra
1/4 yard 7101-66 Texture-Hunter
1/2 yard 7101-45 Texture-Gold
3/4 yard 9354-39 Blocks-Brown
3/4 yard 9361-66 Scenic Allover-Green
5/8 yard 7101-37 Texture-Chocolate (cornerstones and binding)
7/8 yard 9358-44 Sunflowers-Yellow (border)
1-5/8 yards 7101-41 Texture-Ecru (blocks, sashing, and border)
3-5/8 yards 9355-66 Tossed Barns-Green for backing
61” x 84” piece of batting

**Cut Fabrics**

Note: All strips are cut across the width of the fabric (WOF) from selvage to selvage unless otherwise noted.

**From 9359-88 Chickens-Red:**
*Cut one (3-7/8” x WOF) strip. Sub-cut six 3-7/8” squares.

**From 9356-35 Country Signs-Tan:**
*Cut one (3-7/8” x WOF) strip. Sub-cut six 3-7/8” squares.

**From 7101-33 Texture-Terra:**
*Cut two (2-1/8” x WOF) strips.

**From 7101-66 Texture-Hunter:**
*Cut two (2-1/8” x WOF) strips.

**From 7101-45 Texture-Gold:**
*Cut six (2-1/2” x WOF) strips. Sub-cut ninety-six 2-1/2” squares. Cut once diagonally.

**From 9354-39 Blocks-Brown:**
*Trim blocks down to eight 10-1/2” squares.

**From 9361-66 Scenic Allover-Green:**
*Fussy cut four 10-1/2” squares.

**From 7101-37 Texture-Chocolate:**
*Cut one (2” x WOF) strip. Sub-cut fifteen 2” squares for cornerstones.
*Cut seven (2-1/2” x WOF) strips for binding.

**From 9358-44 Sunflowers-Yellow:**
*Cut six (3-1/2” x WOF) strips for wide border.

**From 7101-41 Texture-Ecru:**
*Cut six (2-1/8” x WOF) strips.
*Cut four (2-7/8” x WOF) strips. Sub-cut forty-eight 2-7/8” squares.
*Cut two (10-1/2” x WOF) strips. Sub-cut thirty-eight 2” x 10-1/2” rectangles for sashing.
*Cut six (1-1/2” x WOF) strips for inner border.

**Assemble Blocks**

Measurements include ¼” seam allowances. Sew with right sides together unless otherwise stated. If no direction is specified, press seam toward darker fabric.

1. Make a strip set by sewing a 2-1/8” Texture-Terra strip to a 2-1/8” Texture-Ecru strip. Do not press yet. Make two more strip sets with the Texture-Terra and Texture-Ecru. Cut strips into twenty-four 3-7/8” sections. Press open. Rectangles will measure 3-3/4” x 3-7/8”. (Figure 1)

2. Sew two Texture-Gold triangles to two opposing sides of a Texture-Ecru 2-7/8” square. Trim and press open. Sew two more Texture-Gold triangles to the remaining sides of the same square. Trim ears and press open. Repeat to make forty-eight 3-3/4” diamond in the square blocks (Use 24 patches for the red and 24 for the green blocks). (Figure 2).
3. Noticing patch orientation, sew one patch from step 1 to the right and one to the left side of a Chickens-Red 3-7/8" square. Press seams toward center. Repeat to make six block center rows. (Figure 3).

4. Noticing patch orientation, sew two patches from step 2 and one patch from step 1 to make the top of the block. Repeat to make the bottom of the block. (Figure 4). Repeat to make 12 units.

5. Assemble block by sewing one unit from step 3 to two units from step 4. Make 6 blocks. (Figure 5).

6. Repeat steps 1 - 5 using the Texture-Ecru and Texture-Hunter 2-1/8" strips on step 1 and the Country Signs-Tan 2-7/8" squares on step 3. Make 6 blocks. (Figure 6).

Assemble Quilt Top
7. Following the quilt photo for block placement, lay out the Blocks-Brown 10-1/2" blocks, the Sce-
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